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''I have to admit that I have a certain fondness for Anthony Trollope's novels. I like to read them;
for although he is sometimes a bit long or elaborate, he is not tedious or boring, and I always
admire the man's powers of observation, his great knowledge of people and his way of telling his
stories, which lay bare for you the finest nuances of the soul, while what he writes always has some
important philosophical question as subject", according to J. Hoek in 1872 in the Vaderlandsche
Letteroefeningen.

Translations from English became very popular in the Netherlands in the 1860s and 1870s. In a
review by S. Gorter in De Gids of 1868, it was stated: 'For a number of years, our hungry patriotic
reading societies have drawn their requirements from the English market. Carload upon carload of
the fruits of overseas novel-literature has been translated here and seems to be selling out
handsomely, as the newspapers say. We have seen so much of it that we are almost as familiar with
the decorations and costumes of an English theatre as we are with those of our own country.''
One of those English authors was the famous novelist Anthony Trollope, whose work was known for
its refined characterisation. It is Trollope's work that is the focus of this contribution. It is a reception
history of Anthony Trollope in the Netherlands. By whom was his work published? Who were the
translators and illustrators? And how was his work received in literary criticism? Not everyone was
positive about the English trend. J.H.C. Heijse was very negative in De Gids of 1873: 'There is
something else: our time is rich in novels. Supply and demand go hand in hand here too. The craving
for romantic literature is immense. Many spend a good part of their lives doing that, and alas,
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for no other purpose than to pass the time. They look for food in it for their imagination, but not for
mind and heart; that is why sensational novels are so popular.'' It has been said that Trollope

mainly attracted female readers. In an extensive article, 'Iets over het lezen van romans',
Charles Bossevain drew the following conclusion in De Gids of 1875: 'A good novel gives
young people a clearer, truer understanding of the relations between men and women, and
of social conditions, than they would have acquired through their own observations, without
their help. Dickens' novels familiarize them with the life of the lower classes and show that
the same heart beats under the duffel coat as under the fine linen coat. Reading the novels
of the amiable and thoroughly decent Anthony Trollope is for the girls the equivalent of
being 'presented' a few years earlier.''
Trollope was translated into Dutch early on, with translations of The Bertrams and De Doctor (Doctor
Thorne) in 1860. Remarkably, his work was taken up by a series of publishers: in the 1960s by Van
Druten & Bleeker of Sneek, the Binger Brothers of Amsterdam, J.D. Sybrandi of Amsterdam, P.K.
Braat of Dordrecht, A.Ter Gunne of Deventer. Sybrandi led the way with three translations: of
Richmond Castle, Orley Farm and Can You Forgive Her? At the end of the 1860s and 1870s, other
publishers were added, such as D.A. Thieme and Martinus Nijhoff, both from Arnhem, Roelants from
Schiedam and Van Kampen from Amsterdam. In the 1880s, J. Rinkes from Arnhem, P. Gouda Quint
from Arnhem and De Erven Loosjes from Haarlem, who published two of Trollope's last novels, were
added. It is striking that quite a few publishers are based in Arnhem. All in all, a considerable number
of Trollope's titles were translated, 20 out of a total of 47 novels written by Trollope. Nowadays, we
are used to distinguish two series of books separately, the Barset novels, which are set in the clerical
life of Barsetshire, and the Palliser novels, which are more about political life. The Dutch publishers
do not distinguish these series and only publish single books by Trollope, without even mentioning
'Barset' and 'the Pallisers'.
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The Dutch publishers did their best to make beautiful editions of it. As J. Hoek observed with the
translation of De Claverings in 1867: 'De Heer Braat in Dordrecht gives a much nicer and much more
pleasant publication to read, on which there is nothing to criticise, except that it is again so
expensive'. The two volumes of De Claverings cost 8.50 guilders. About Roelants, from Schiedam, the
critic J. Hoek said in the Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen of 1871: 'Mr Roelants can be ranked among
our best publishers of novels, especially if he has his books sewn firmly, which sometimes leaves
much to be desired'.

Translators
Parallel to the large number of publishers that ventured into Trollope's field is the relatively high
number of translators, who are not always mentioned on the title flap. Jacoba van Westrheene
(1821-1900) was the first to start, with The Doctor. Ten years later she also translated Hotel de
Gouden Leeuw, then for another publisher, P.N. van Kampen. Van Westrheene was known as a
literary celebrity, who for forty years filled a column in the magazine De Tijdspiegel entitled 'Uit den
Vreemde', with a novella of about eight pages each month. For this section she translated in 1866 an
amusing story by Trollope, 'Father Gilles', in which a certain Archibald Green on a trip to Ireland ends
up in an inn and is surprised at night by the local vicar Gilles, who wants to get into the same bed in
which Trollope slept. Archibald is agitated and throws the unsuspecting priest down the stairs. Later,
it all turns out to have been a misunderstanding - fortunately, the priest did not suffer any injuries
(from the collection Trollope. Interviews and recollections (London 1987) 31-32, we know that the
story goes back to a visit by Trollope himself, when he worked as a postal inspector in Ireland and
had to judge the efficiency of the postal delivery in various places).
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When Miss Van Heijningen married T. van Westrheene in 1867,
who was editor and co-owner of the Kunstkroniek, she had to look for an extra income and decided,
as a former teacher, to translate books from English, starting with a book by Dickens and later also by
Trollope (see the biography of Mrs. J. van Westrheene, geb. Van Heijningen, available in the DBLN) it soon became clear that she had a fluent writing style, very suitable for translating Trollope. The
reviewer of her translation of Doctor Thorne in the Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen judged it
'faultless is certainly not a human task; but it is no bare compliment to a lady, if we say that the
translation is on the whole creditable'.

Anne Maria en Jules van Deventer – Busken Huet
Years later, in the Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen of 1874, Mrs van Deventer-Busken Huet
(1833-1910) received the same praise for her translation of The Vicar of Bullhampton:
''Mrs van Deventer made sure that nothing of the subtlety of his character drawing was lost. Her
translation reads as if the writer had thought and written in our mother tongue.'' Maybe women
were very suitable for translating Trollope, because of his refined character drawing.
In 1871, the critic of De Tijdspiegel was a little more frugal about the translation of Phineas Finn:
''It amazes me that the publishers prefer to assign the translation of a political novel to a lady. (...) I
have no doubt that the translator is highly gifted; she writes in a fluent style, pure and correct Dutch,
and most of the time it is as if one is reading an original work. And yet it is often clear to me that she
does not understand the political situation in England, and therefore repeatedly makes blunders, and
leads the reader astray.'' Some subjects were apparently, at least according to this reviewer, less
suitable for female translators.
A last translator of Trollope to receive praise from the reviewers is Dr J.C. van Deventer (1824-1894),
who translated The Claverings in 1867, about whom the reviewer in De Gids wrote: 'Dr J.C. van
Deventer has much greater skill as a translator. The author's style undoubtedly played its part; but he
too has done his part, so that his work can be read very fluently'. But with the comment that 'His
looseness now often turns into licentiousness and flatness, in language and diction both.'
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Van Deventer would later also translate Trollope's novel Wie heeft gelijk? Van Deventer was
married to Anna Maria Busken Huet (1833-1910), sister of the well-known critic Coenraad Busken
Huet, mentioned above as translator of Trollope's The Vicar of Bullhampton.

The translators' couple Anna Maria and Jules van Deventer - Busken Huet

In all this we must realise that, by our present-day standards, the nineteenth-century translators
sometimes took liberties which we would now consider inadmissible. Mrs J. van Westrheene was
known for more or less rewriting the books to be translated. The present-day Trollope translator,
Marijke Loots, who was working on Orley Farm in July 2020, pointed out to me that the nineteenthcentury translator of this book sometimes omitted whole paragraphs or greatly shortened them.
'Translating what is written' was not yet a generally accepted principle in those days - although an
overly literal translation is not always correct either. 'Governor' does not always mean 'gouverneur'
in Dutch, especially when Mr Mollett junior addresses his father by it, as happens in Castle Richmond
and the Dutch translator uses the word 'gouverneur', which sounds strange in Dutch.

Illustrators
Not all of Trollope's novels translated into English were illustrated, but some were. In England,
Trollope's own preference went to the well-known illustrator/painter J.E. Millais (1829-1896), who
drew for some of the more successful novels of the 1960s. For the Dutch illustrations they often fell
back on English examples. It is striking that the publishers here in the Netherlands chose Dutch
illustrators of repute, such as C.C. A. Last (1808-1876) and G.J. Bos (1825-1898), but the illustrations
bearing their names are often literal copies of, for example, the drawings that English illustrators
such as Millais and Marcus Stone (1840-1921) made for the English original. The drawings are
sometimes much sharper than the original. Apparently it was necessary to make new, fresh
lithographs for the Dutch translations and that was exactly the task of the Dutch lithographers.
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In the nineteenth century, the development of lithography was also important, as a result of which
the printing of lithos could be refined. One of the first lithographers is that of Desguerrois, who
settled in Amsterdam in 1827. Desguerrois was also the lithographer who took on the printing of the
lithographs for Doctor Thorne. De Doctor was translated and published in 1860 by the Binger
brothers in Amsterdam. It is remarkable that there are pictures in it. The English first edition of
Doctor Thorne was published without them. The Dutch translation of the book was illustrated by the
Amsterdam draughtsman/painter H.E. Reijntjens (1817-1900). Next to the title page in volume 1, a
touching picture was printed of Doctor Thorne taking care of his niece Mary Thorne.
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C.C.A. Last
As far as I can see, Carel Christiaan Anthony Last (1808-1876) illustrated no less than three books by
Trollope for three different publishers: for Het kleine huis te Allington, published by A. Ter Gunne
from Deventer in 1866, for De verloren wissel, published by Thieme in Arnhem and for De Predikant
van Bullhampton, published by Roelants in Schiedam. In total there are 8 drawings, one for each
volume.
They always depict key moments in the novels. In The Small House at Allington they are especially
moments that have to do with the three love affairs in the book, which are created with much
brooding and restrained tension: and are often drawings of the young male and female protagonists
during encounters described by Trollope with much feeling, on these drawings for example John
Eames and Lily Dale, Plantagenet Palliser and Griselda Grantly, Adolphus Crosbie and lady
Alexandrina De Courcey.

The pictures are literal copies of the English original, for which Millais had provided the
lithographs, eighteen in total of which the Dutch lithographers chose three.
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The Last Chronicle of Barset revolves around the tormented clergyman Josiah Crawley, who is
alleged to have stolen a cheque and finds himself descending into the deepest recesses but
ultimately, to the relief of many, turns out not to be a thief after all. In the first drawing, he is put on
trial by the bishop and his wife, the renowned Mrs Proudie. At the end of Part 3, the origin of the
cheque becomes clear, when Mr Toogood has finally managed to trace Major Henry Grantly and
everything becomes clear.

The English original of De verloren wissel, a translation of the Last chronicle of Barset, was also
illustrated, by G.H. Thomas. But with very different pictures, so Last apparently made his own
pictures for the Dutch version. In the drawings by G.H. Thomas, Crawley and Mr. and Mrs. Proudie
for instance look very different:
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De Predikant van Bullhampton (=The Vicar of Bullhampton), published by Roelants in 1872, was also
illustrated by C.C.A. Last, whose refined drawing style is remarkable. Here we see a meeting of the
vicar with old Brattle, whose daughter Carry is suspected of being a prostitute, a fallen woman in
other words, but thanks to the preacher Fenwick is rehabilitated and forgiven by her father. This
time, at least for the picture of Carry, he had been inspired by H. Woods

These are the drawing made by H. Woods for the Vicar of Bullhampton:
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G.J. Bos
A last refined lithographer is Gerardus Johannes Bos (1825-1898), who in 1870 illustrated Wie
heeft gelijk? for Roelants publishers. Again with a tormented protagonist, Louis Trevelyan, who
drives his wife Emily to extremes with his jealousy.

This time the images are razor-sharp copies of the drawings Marcus Stone (1840-1921) made for
the English version of He Knew He Was Right, see below:
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Reviews
Trollope's books were reviewed regularly in periodicals such as De Tijdspiegel, de Vaderlandsche
Letteroefeningen and De Gids. Most of these reviews can be found in the Digital Library of Dutch
Literature (DBNL). In general, the reviews are extremely positive. Take for instance the review by a
certain O.D. of The Doctor, in the Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen of 1861: 'Do you know what you
will find here in the first place, reader, that is a striking portrayal of many and many different
characters; in the second place, a clear, vivid representation or description of situations, in the most
pleasantly alternating, multi-coloured scenes - so that everything lives as if before our eyes. Add to
that a chaste style, and there is no doubt about the captivating presentation of captivating subjects.
We must also point out the interwoven, but well woven, interesting moral sketches.'
Trollope's refined character-drawing is particularly praised, such as by the critic of De Claverings in
De Tijdspiegel, who noted that Trollope paints real people with human disorders, people like those
found everywhere and of whom our own circle is full: 'The knowledge of mankind displayed in this
book is entirely that of a true Englishman, who with his sound and sober mind has observed people
as they are, without expecting too much or too little of them. Everything in this story is quite English;
the society in which they move, the situations in which they live with their prejudices and daily
habits, everything is English, but still they are people like they are found everywhere and of which
our own circle is full; real people with human afflictions, virtues and weaknesses, such as we find in
our own bosom. And if it is true that the proper study of mankind is man, then this book can make a
significant contribution to that study, while it is highly amusing even for those who look for nothing
but distraction in such reading.''
In his review of Phineas Finn for De Gids in 1870, an anonymous reviewer goes a little further: 'To a
truly rare degree, Trollope has the gift of presenting his characters in such a vivid manner that we
live and think and feel as if we are with them, happy when things are going well for them, sad when
they are suffering. They speak and act just as we would have done in their case. Moreover,
everything he writes is imbued with a spirit of decency and civilisation, to which everything that is
mean or lowly remains alien, so that he would certainly never have been accused of indecency.''
Trollope's strength is sought above all in the everyday. As a critic in the Vaderlandsche
Letteroefeningen put it in 1874 in his review of The Hotel de Gouden Leeuw:
''Trollope despises art, which sometimes is no more than tinkering; he always seeks in the creations
of his imagination to remain true and natural; and more than ever in this work he sticks to the
unadorned presentation of persons and things. The importance of what he is telling us does not lie in
the description of striking events, rare occurrences or extraordinary reversals of fortune, but in the
physical, natural development of what is going on inside them. What they think and feel, speak and
do, with the influence it has on their own and each other's destiny, provides the material for his
story; and he sketches so faithfully to life, he lets flow from the state of soul, with so much logical
consistency, what must flow from it, each according to his different nature and his own character,
that you think you see and hear the people, or witness what happens to them.''
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Tedious
There were also those who were critical, such as a certain C in 1866 in De Tijdspiegel: "We would
prefer not to delve into a wide-ranging consideration of the 'Last Chronicle of Barset'. Anth. Trollope
lacks the talent to captivate the reader by style, intrigue or character portrayal. The story is boring
from beginning to end.'' A year later, when he was asked to review The Small House at Allington for
the same magazine, he was very concerned: 'We cannot deny it: the author's name on the above
novel sent a chilling shiver down our spine. After all, a story that in our opinion was a complete fiasco
- 'The Last Chronicle of Barset' - arose like a threatening ghost in our imagination. It was not difficult,
therefore, to recognise in the terse style, the meagre intrigue and the unimportance of the events
which characterise 'The Small House at Allington', the same author who had once tried our patience
too hard.''
In the meantime, however, he had begun to judge less negatively.
''But let us be fair. With this story, A. Trollope has really taken a step forward in the field of romance.
There is more movement, more scope, more intrigue in 'The Small House', than one would expect in
view of the author of 'The Last Chronicle of Barset'.''
Others, on the other hand, criticised the satire, as did a certain R in De Tijdspiegel in 1871 with
regard to the translation of Phineas Finn: 'And this leads me to my second criticism, it is mainly the
evil qualities, the flaws, which are most widely reported. The craving for satire and the imitation of
Thackeray have pushed Trollope too far.'

J. Hoek
Trollope was often accused of being tedious. Also by a recognised lover of Trollope's work, the
Kampen preacher Johannes Hoek (1813-1893), who in the sixties reviewed three different Trollope
books for De Tijdspiegel. Hoek - himself also a meritorious novelist - talks about 'the somewhat
stretched descriptions of the soul life of the persons painted by Trollope'. He was also very averse to
the question marks in some of the titles, such as in Kunt Gij 't haar vergeven? and in Wie heeft gelijk?
In his first review, Hoek was the most frugal: 'I am against the title and not against the book, except
that it is too verbose, too long-winded. The author evidently took pleasure in dissecting and then
describing all the emotions and motives that arose in the minds of his subjects and either encouraged
them to act or kept them from doing so. He has not given enough thought to his readers, who would
rather see this meticulous soul-searching deduction portrayed, in order to find that state of mind
themselves. By saying everything, he lost sight of the secret of pleasing. This is all the more
regrettable because he has an unmistakable plastic talent and understands the art of presenting his
characters as if they were real persons, speaking and acting.''
His final verdict was nevertheless positive: 'The reader who has followed me thus far will now know
what kind of book this English fruit of the pen is; and, if he is not one of the regular novel readers, he
will not be put off by the somewhat long descriptions of the souls of the people painted by Trollope.
His patience is rewarded by the many beautiful things he finds here, and the opportunity he has to
enrich his knowledge of himself and people. (...) The reading of his novels, notwithstanding, gives a
peculiar and real pleasure. For those who are concerned with spiritual science, or should you say
knowledge of oneself and others, it can be very useful.
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One reads patiently and attentively, and there is enough that speaks to the imagination.''
How positive Hoek was about Trollope's work is strikingly revealed in a review in Vaderlandsche
Letteroefeningen of 1872 of a book by Anthony's brother, Siren by Thomas Adolphus Trollope. It
seems appropriate to conclude my review of Trollope's nineteenth-century reception here, as it also
summarises my own assessment of Anthony Trollope:
''I confess that I have a certain fondness for Anthony Trollope's novels. I read them gladly; for
though he may sometimes be long or elaborate, he is not tedious or boring, and I always admire the
man's powers of observation, his great knowledge of human nature and his way of telling his stories,
which lay bare for you the finest nuances of the world's emotions, while what he writes is always
about some important spiritual question.''

Overview of translations into Dutch
(most translations are available online via Google)
De Bertrams: een verhaal (Sneek, Van Druten & Bleeker 1860) 2 dl.
De Doctor (Amsterdam Gebroeders Binger 1860) 3 dl, vertaald door Jacoba van Westrheene,
tekeningen van H.E. Reijntjens
Het kasteel Richmond (Amsterdam, J.D. Sybrandi 1861) 2 dl
De aanklagt van meineed (=Orley farm) (Amsterdam, Sybrandi 1864) 2 dl
Het kleine huis te Allington (Deventer, A. ter Gunne 1866) 3 dl, tekeningen van C.C.A. Last
Het huis Belton (Dordrecht P.K. Braat 1867) 2 dl vertaald door dr. Mark Prager Lindo, 1819-1877
Kunt gij ’t haar vergeven? (Amsterdam, Sybrandi 1867) 3 dl
De Claverings (Dordrecht P.K. Braat 1867) 3 dl, vertaald door dr. Julius Christiaan van Deventer
De verloren wissel (Arnhem D.A. Thieme 1869) vert v Last chronicle of barset, tekeningen van C.C.A.
Last
Phineas Finn (Arnhem, Martinus Nijhoff 1870) 3 dl
Wie heeft gelijk? (Schiedam, H.A.M. Roelants 1870) 3 dl Julius Christiaan van Deventer, tekeningen
van G.J. Bos
Emily Hotspur of hoe een meisje kan liefhebben (Amsterdam, S.J. Andriessen 1871) vertaald door
Jan Leendertz.
Het hotel der gouden leeuw (Amsterdam, P.N. van Kampen 1872) vertaald door Jacoba van
Westrheene
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De predikant van Bullhampton (Schiedam, Roelants 1872) 2 dl vertaald door Anna Maria van Busken
Huet, tekeningen van C.C.A. Last
De diamanten der familie Eustace (Groningen, Van der Kamp 1874/75) 3 dl Jan Willem Straatman
Reis door Australië en Nieuw Zeeland (1875)
De school van Doctor Wortle (Arnhem, J. Rinkes Jr. 1883), vertaald door Myra
In het duister gelaten (Haarlem, De Erven Loosjes 1884)
De liefde van een ouden vrijer (Arnhem, P. Gouda Quint 1885)
De land-ligers: roman (Haarlem, De Erven Loosjes 1885) 2 dln

Published in serial or story form in Dutch newspapers:
Vader Gilles, naar Anthony Trollope, door Mevr. Van Westrheene, De Tijdspiegel 23 (1866) DBNL
Oog om oog, in: De Locomotief jrg. 1879
De reis naar Thompson Hall (= Christmas at Thompson Hall) in: Bat. Handelsblad jrg. 1883
Naar Huis (= Returning Home) in: Algemeen Handelsblad jrg. 1885
Alice Dugdale, in: Het Nieuws van den Dag jrg. 1889
Aaron Trow, in: Het Nieuws van den Dag jrg. 1889

Reviews in DBNL
De Doctor door A. Trollope, vertaald uit het Engelsch door Mevr. Van Westrheene, Vaderlandsche
Letteroefeningen jrg. 1861, bespreking door O.D.
De Aanklagt van meineed, De Tijdspiegel jrg. 23, 1866, bespreking door C.
Het kleine huis te Allington, De Tijdspiegel 24 (1867), bespreking door C.
Het huis Belton, Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen jrg. 1867, bespreking door v.O.
De Claverings, De Gids jrg. 1868, bespreking door S. Gorter
Kunt gij het haar vergeven? & De Claverings, Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen jrg. 1868, bespreking
door J. Hoek
De Claverings, De Tijdspiegel jrg 26 (1869)
Phineas Finn, De Gids, 34 (1870), bespreking door M.
Phineas Finn, De Tijdspiegel(1871), bespreking door R.
Wie heeft gelijk?, Vaderlandsche letteroefeningen, bespreking door J. Hoek
Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen 1872. ''I have to admit that I have a certain fondness for Anthony
Trollope's novels. I love to read them, for though he may sometimes be long or elaborate, he is not
tedious, and I always admire the man's powers of observation, his great knowledge of people, and
his way of telling his stories, which lay bare for you the finest nuances of the world's emotions,
while what he writes is always about some important spiritual issue.'' J. Hoek, Kampen February
1872
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Emily Hotspur, of hoe een meisje kan liefhebben (SJ Andriessen, Amsterdam Jan Leendertz 1871; De
Gids 1873, bespreking door J.H.C. Heijse
Het Hotel de Gouden Leeuw, Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen jrg 1874
De predikant van Bullhampton Vaderlandsche Letteroefeningen jrg 1874
Charles Bossevain, Iets over het lezen van romans, De Gids 24 december 1874
De school van Doctor Wortle, De Tijdspiegel (1883)
In het Duister gelaten, De Tijdspiegel (1884), bespreking door H.
De liefde van een ouden vrijer, De Tijdspiegel (1884), bespreking door H.
De Land-Ligers, De Tijdspiegel (1884), bespreking door H.
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